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I.  PERSONS INVOLVED 
 
INVOLVED OFFICERS 
 
Name:     Officer Charles Moser, P# 6953    
Date of Hire:    /2000 
Area of Assignment:  Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)   
Squad:    Z34 
Call Sign:     /   
Vehicle:    4020 
Shift Hours:    1500-0100 hours 
Days Off:    Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Statement Given to FIT: Yes  
 
Weapon  
 Make: Desert Tech Arms 
 Model: SRS-A1 
 Caliber: .308 

Serial Number: -  
 
 
 
Name:     Officer Michael Walters, P# 5805    
Date of Hire:    /1998 
Area of Assignment:  SWAT    
Squad:    Z35 
Call Sign:     /   
Vehicle:    9780 
Shift Hours:    1500-0100 hours 
Days Off:    Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Statement Given to FIT: Yes 
 
Weapon  
 Make: Accuracy International 
 Model: AE 
 Caliber: .308 

Serial Number:  
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WITNESS OFFICERS 
 
Name:     Officer Cory Mikkelson, P# 4773    
Date of Hire:    /1994 
Area of Assignment:  SWAT   
Squad:    Z35 
Call Sign:     /   
Vehicle:    9849 
Shift Hours:    1500-0100 hours 
Days Off:    Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Statement Given to FIT: Yes  
 
Weapon  
 Make: Accuracy International 
 Model: AE308 
 Caliber: .308 

Serial Number:  
 
 
Name:     Officer Ciprian Arcalean, P# 7770    
Date of Hire:    /2002 
Area of Assignment:  SWAT   
Squad:    Z34 
Call Sign:       
Vehicle:    SWAT BearCat 
Shift Hours:    1500-0100 hours 
Days Off:    Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Statement Given to FIT: Yes  
 
VICTIM OFFICERS 
 
Name:     Sergeant Nathan Chio, P# 5109    
Date of Hire:    /1996 
Area of Assignment:  Crisis Negotiation Team 
Call Sign:     
Shift Hours:    Varies 
Days Off:    Saturday / Sunday / Monday 
Statement Given to FIT: Yes 
 
Name:     Sergeant Michelle Tavarez, P# 8518    
Date of Hire:    2004 
Area of Assignment:  Enterprise Area Command (EAC) 
Squad:    EA31 
Call Sign:     
Shift Hours:    1430-0030 hours 
Days Off:    Saturday / Sunday / Monday 
Statement Given to FIT: Yes  
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Name:     Officer Mark Linebarger, P# 4925    
Date of Hire:    /1995 
Area of Assignment:  SWAT   
Squad:    Z35 
Call Sign:     
Vehicle:    SWAT BearCat 
Shift Hours:    1500-0100 hours 
Days Off:    Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Statement Given to FIT: Yes  
 
SUSPECT  
 
Name: William Snider Sr. 
DOB:  /1958  
SSN:   
ID: 467622 
Race: White 
Height / Weight: 5’8” / 235 pounds 
Hair / Eyes: Gray / Blue 
Address: 416 Lakehurst Road 
 Las Vegas, NV 89145 
   
Sniders Weapons  

 
Make: Norinco     
Model: SKS 
Caliber:  7.62 x 39   
Serial Number: 1215567  

 
  

Make: Remington 870   
Model: Wingmaster 
Caliber:  12 gauge   

           Serial Number: V689877V 
 
 
 
Snider’s Criminal Charges for this Incident: Assault with a Deadly Weapon on a Police 

Officer (Firearm) and Ex-Felon in Possession 
of a Firearm. 
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II.  PERSONS AT THE SCENE 
 
The below persons responded to the primary and/or secondary incident scenes; listed is their 
identifying information, such as area of assignment, job classification, personnel number, and 
call sign at the time of the incident.  
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATIONS & ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

1) Assistant Sheriff Kirk Primas P# 2835  
 

ADMINISTRATIVE & SCIENCES DIVISION 
 

CRIMINALISTICS BUREAU  
 

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATIONS 
1) Director Randal McLaughlin P# 4170  
2) Crime Scene Analyst Supervisor (CSAS) Terry Martin P# 5946  
3) Senior Crime Scene Analyst (SCSA) Shandra Lynch P# 13206  
4) SCSA Jessie Sams P# 4793  
5) SCSA Kristina Thomas P# 13574  
6) CSA Erik Tufteland P# 8971  

 
HOMICIDE AND SEX CRIMES BUREAU 
 
 SPECIAL VICTIMS SECTION 
 

COMPUTER FORENSIC LAB 
1)  Sergeant Kevin Skehan P# 4587     
2)  Detective Paul Ehlers Jr.  P# 4215     

 
HOMELAND SECURITY DIVISION 

 
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS BUREAU  

 
ALL HAZARDS REGIONAL MULTI-AGENCY OPERATIONS AND RESPONSE 
(ARMOR) 
1) Officer Richard Breeden  P# 5189  
2) Officer Roger Haskins P# 5774  
3) Officer Robert Lawson P# 5322  

 
K-9 
1) Lieutenant Jeffrey Hewes P# 6797  
2) Officer Jason Dukes P# 5656  
3) Officer Richard Vorce Jr. P# 4055  
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SPECIAL WEAPONS & TACTICS (SWAT) / CRISIS NEGOTIATION TEAM (CNT) 
  

CNT 
1) Lieutenant Dennis Flynn P# 3028     
2) Sergeant Andre Bates P# 6892     
3) Officer Danny Cordero  P# 13963  
4) Officer Jarrod Grimmett P# 7056  
5) Officer Michael Henry P# 8077  
6) Officer Eric Honea P# 7059  
7) Officer Jeremy Melvin P# 7455  
8) Officer Eric Ravelo P# 6538  
9) Officer John Woosnam P# 6236  
10) Kathryn Redmann P# 6478  

 
SWAT 
1) Lieutenant John Pelletier P# 6433  
2) Sergeant Eric Calhoun P# 4836  
3) Sergeant Todd Mueller P# 6489  
4) Officer Wil Germosen P# 6742   
5) Officer William Giblin P# 6408  
6) Officer Levi Hancock P# 7083  
7) Officer Patrick Ledbetter P# 4984  
8) Officer Peter Montesanti P# 5437  
9) Officer Kevin Stephens P# 3922  
10) Officer John Susich P# 7557  
11) Officer John Wiggins P# 7559  
12) Officer Dewane Ferrin P# 6535  
13) Officer Manuel Rivera P# 3881  

 
ORGANIZED CRIME BUREAU 

 
TECHNICAL & SURVEILLANCE SECTION (TASS) 
1) Detective Eugenio Basilotta P# 8447    

  
SOUTHERN NEVADA COUNTER-TERRORISM CENTER 

1)  Captain Christopher Jones  P# 4531     
 
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT  
1) Officer Jason Moyer P# 7905  
2)   

INTERNAL OVERSIGHT & CONSTITUTIONAL POLICING 
1)     Captain Mathew McCarthy P# 4431  

 
CRITICAL INCIDENT REVIEW TEAM (CIRT) 
1) Lieutenant Kelly McMahill P# 5307    
2) Detective Richard Golgart P# 4647    
3) Detective Marcus Martin P# 5000    
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FORCE INVESTIGATION TEAM (FIT) 
1) Lieutenant Robert Plummer P# 4042   
2) Sergeant Jerry MacDonald P# 4660   
3) Detective Marc Colon P# 7585   
4) Detective Ryan Jaeger P# 5587   
5) Detective Craig Jex P# 5597   
6) Detective Brian Kowalski P# 8550   
7) Detective Joseph Patton P# 8289   
8) Detective Eduardo Pazos P# 6817   
 

LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS GROUP 
 

COMMUNITY POLICING DIVISION  
 

BOLDEN AREA COMMAND (BAC)  
1) Sergeant Charles Jenkins III P# 3959  
2) Officer Brian Ewing P# 8412  
3) Officer Vicente Gaona P# 14522  
4) Officer Brent Garcia P# 13822  
5) Officer Lee Guillen P# 13531  
6) Officer Victor Hernandez P# 15018  
7) Officer Troy Knutson  P# 15050  
8) Officer Heather Lagraves P# 13332  
9) Officer Ivan Pelayo P# 9850  
10) Officer Salvatore Mascoli P# 5115  
11) Officer Deshone Myles P# 8256  
12) Officer Edward Renfer P# 13122  
13) Officer Matthew Rowe P# 13114  
14) Officer Myron Williams P# 14875  

  
ENTERPRISE AREA COMMAND (EAC) 
1) Sergeant Jeffrey Clark (PIO) P# 8749  
2) Officer Christopher Arnold P# 3653  
3) Officer Andy Bauman P# 9982  
4) Officer Igor Dicaro (Riding with Sergeant Clark) P# 9005  
5) Officer Bryce Martines P# 13408  
6) Officer Michael Simmons P# 6811  
7) Officer Brittney Tomaso P# 9488  

 
NORTHWEST AREA COMMAND (NWAC) 
1) Captain Richard Fletcher P# 4511  
2) Sergeant Beth Carroll P# 7060  
3) Sergeant Nelson Cortes P# 8751  
4) Sergeant Michael Fletcher P# 6725  
5) Detective Barbara Morgan P# 4216  
6) Detective Carla O’Connell P# 4420  
7) Officer John Abel P# 9835  
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8) Officer Kellen Brescia P# 9150  
9) Officer Kem Deleonard P# 9671  
10) Officer Richard Gregorio P# 13748   
11) Officer Michael Gullett P# 13143  
12) Officer David Hager P# 8716  
13) Officer Nathan Hoeffner  P# 13820  
14) Officer Ronald Hornyak P# 8407  
15) Officer Richard Jones P# 8876  
16) Officer Chris Kratsas P# 9996  
17) Officer Steve Maas P# 13015  
18) Officer Brian McKearney P# 10049  
19) Officer Jane Pinto P# 13729  
20) Officer Jeffrey Prall P# 8714  
21) Officer Bradley Roberts P# 9080  
22) Officer Noel Roberts Jr (Riding with Sergeant Carroll) P# 6644  
23) Officer Kenneth Ruzicka P# 13806  
24) Officer George Saab P# 5753  
25) Officer Daniel Saggiomo P# 13513  
26) Officer Bradley Sakoff P# 9681  
27) Officer Noel Sanchez P# 9081  
28) Officer Michael Torsiello P# 13149  

 
TOURIST SAFETY DIVISION  
 

SUPPORT OPERATIONS BUREAU 
 
WATCH COMMANDERS 
1) Lieutenant Jeffrey Goodwin P# 5599      
 
AIR SUPPORT / SEARCH & RESCUE 
1) Sergeant David Gifford P# 6238  
2) Officer Ryan Petersen P# 10051  
3) Officer Clifford Wicks P# 5326  
4) Officer Steve Morris Jr. P# 5620  
 
TRAFFIC BUREAU 
1) Sergeant Jeffrey Richter P# 5629  
2) Officer Joseph Landrum P# 7793  
3) Officer Johnathon Richter P# 8609  

 
OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF / UNDERSHERIFF 
 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION (PIO) 
1) Sergeant John Sheahan P#3989      
2) Officer Lawrence Hadfield P# 7171     
3) Officer Jesse Roybal P# 7523     
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POLICE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PEAP) 
1) Peer Counselor George Gafford P# 4009 
2) Peer Counselor Jeremy Levy P# 6648 

 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ASSOCIATIONS 
 

POLICE MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION (PMSA) 
1) Lieutenant John Faulis P# 4764 
2) Sergeant John Hayes P# 4099 

 
POLICE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (PPA) 

1) Officer Thomas Reid P# 5544 
2) Officer Bryan Yant P# 6956 
3) Attorney John Harper 

 
CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 

1) Assistant District Attorney Robert Daskas 
 

CLARK COUNTY OFFICE OF THE CORONER / MEDICAL EXAMINER (CCOCME) 
1) Coroner John Fudenberg 
2) Investigator Priscilla Chavez        P# 309 

 
CCOCME Case: 15-8394 
Date / Time of Death:   08/23/2015 / 1010 hours 
Seal:  568323 

 
MORTUARY  
  
 BUNKERS MORTUARY 

1) Scott Sims 
2) Robin Roberts 

 
MEDICAL PERSONNEL  
 

LAS VEGAS FIRE & RESCUE 
1) Aimee Thatcher 
2) Chuck Vreeland 
3) Brando De Laune 
4) Dan Wolfe 

 
UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER (UMC)  

1) Doctor Brandon Snook (Pronounced Snider’s death) 
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III.  INCIDENT DETAILS 
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 0738 hours, NWAC officers responded to a “Shots fired” call 
at 412 Lakehurst Road. Arriving officers saw William Snider walk in and out of his residence at 
416 Lakehurst Road armed with the rifle. Officers asked Snider to put his rifle down to which 
Snider replied, “I’m not going to do that.”  
 
As a result of the situation, SWAT and the Crisis Negotiation Team were requested to respond. 
SWAT arrived and snipers took up positions on rooftops at 409 Lakehurst Road and 413 
Lakehurst Road which were located directly across the street from 416 Lakehurst Road.  
 
Negotiators were brought forward in an armored vehicle (BearCat) so they could negotiate with 
Snider. During the negotiation, Snider exited his residence, walked partially down his driveway, 
refused all commands to drop his weapon, and aimed a rifle toward SWAT officers and 
negotiators who were seated in the BearCat. Two (2) snipers fired their weapons striking 
Snider and ending the threat. A tactical medic was summoned for Snider, who was transported 
to UMC trauma where he succumbed to his injuries. The supervisors on scene requested the 
Force Investigation Team respond and assume the overall responsibility for the incident.  
 
Upon arrival of investigators, Lieutenant Goodwin conducted a preliminary briefing. The 
following persons were present: 
 
1) Captain McCarthy 
2) Captain Jones 
3) Captain Fletcher 
4) Lieutenant Pelletier 
5) Lieutenant McMahill 
6) Lieutenant Plummer 
7) Sergeant Sheahan 
8) Sergeant Clark 
9) Sergeant MacDonald 
10) Detective Golgart 
11) Detective Colon 
12) Detective Martin 
13) Detective Patton 
14) Officer Roybal  
15) Director McLaughlin 
16) CSAS Martin  
17) SCSA Thomas 
18) CSA Tufteland 
 
Following the briefing, Detective Patton was assigned as the case agent and the responsibility 
of documenting the crime scene with crime scene analysts. Detectives Kowalski, Pazos, 
Jaeger, and Colon were assigned to interview available witnesses and conduct weapon 
countdowns. Detective Jex was assigned responsibilities at the hospital, which included 
interviewing any possible witnesses.  
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IV. BODY WORN CAMERAS (BWC) 
 
Officer Christopher Kratsas 
 
Officer Kratsas was a witness officer who deployed his rifle during the incident. Officer Kratsas 
activated his BWC five (5) separate times during the incident and uploaded his BWC footage 
into evidence.com on 08/23/2015, at 1730 hours. The video footage was later viewed by 
Detective Patton. Listed below are the activation times, the length of each segment, and any 
significant events that occurred during the segment. (See Officer Kratsas’ interview summary 
in the Investigation section of this report for further information.) 
 
1) Activated at 08:08:37 and was 11 minutes, 49 seconds in length. 
2) Activated at 08:28:41 and was 18 minutes, 03 seconds in length. 
3) Activated at 08:57:00 and was 26 minutes, 52 seconds in length. 
4) Activated at 09:25:30 and was 30 minutes, 11 seconds in length. 

• At approximately 09:30:00 the SWAT Bear and BearCat were seen getting into 
position. 

• At approximately 09:40:03 two gunshots were heard. 

• At approximately 09:52:17 LV Fire Rescue was seen leaving for UMC. 
5) Activated at 09:55:43 and was 10 minutes, 17 seconds in length.  
 
Sergeant Charles Jenkins  
 
Sergeant Jenkins responded to UMC and had interactions with William Snider’s two sons. 
Sergeant Jenkins activated his BWC two (2) separate times during his interactions. Sergeant 
Jenkins uploaded his BWC footage into evidence.com on 08/23/2015, at 1619 hours. The 
video footage was later viewed by Detective Patton. Listed below are the activation times and 
the length of each segment.    
 
1) Activated at 12:38:28 and was 2 minutes, 35 seconds in length. 
2) Activated at 12:45:56 and was 17 minutes, 56 seconds in length.  
 
V.  HOSPITAL  
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1100 hours, Detective Jex responded to UMC trauma where 
he made contact with Officer McKearney, who was guarding the body of William Snider. Snider 
was located in the Negative Pressure Isolation Room (NPIR) and was covered with a blue 
plastic sheet. Officer McKearney reported Doctor Snook pronounced Snider deceased at 1010 
hours. 
 
Location and Description of the Body 
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1120 hours, Clark County Coroner Investigator Chavez 
responded to UMC along with SCSA Lynch, who took multiple photographs prior to and during 
Investigator Chavez’ examination. Investigator Chavez’ exam revealed: 
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1) Snider was laying on his back, strapped to a backboard with obvious medical intervention 
present. 

2) Snider was wearing a green polo type pullover shirt that was pulled up under his chin. 
Pair of blue underwear that had been cut from his body was laying on the gurney between 
his legs. A pair of white socks was rolled together and laying between his feet. 

3) No admit blood had been recovered by UMC staff. 
4) Snider had four (4) gunshot wounds: 

a) Left upper chest (entrance) 
b) Left upper abdomen (entrance) 
c) Left lower back (exit) 
d) Right middle back (exit) 

 
SCSA Lynch documented the above injuries with photographs. SCSA Lynch then impounded 
the following items: 
 
1) One (1) pair of blue underwear 
2) One (1) pair of white socks 

 
Investigator Chavez sealed the body under seal number 568323. Bunkers Mortuary 
transported Snider to the CCMEO. 
 
VI. SCENE WALK-THROUGHS  
 
The purpose of the scene walk-through is to help investigators develop an understanding of 
the scene, including identifying officer locations at the time deadly force was used, identifying 
potential physical evidence, and re-creating a timeline of the incident.  
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1322 hours, Officer Walters provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Captain McCarthy  
2) Lieutenant Plummer 
3) Detective Patton  
4) Detective Colon 
5) PPA representative Yant 
6) PPA attorney Harper 
7) Director McLaughlin 
8) CSAS Martin   
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Walters relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Walters arrived and parked near the 300 block of Lakehurst Road. Officer Walters 
briefly spoke with the resident of 401 Lakehurst Road then made his way to 405 Lakehurst 
Road. Officer Walters thought about taking a position on the ground in front of 405 Lakehurst 
Road, but changed his mind due to the angle.  
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Officer Walters went into the backyard of 405 Lakehurst Road, climbed the wall south into the 
backyard of 409 Lakehurst Road, and then climbed a ladder onto the roof of 409 Lakehurst 
Road. Officer Walters took a position on the south side of an electrical box on the roof for 
shade and cover. Officer Walters stated his final shooting position was five (5) o’clock, fifty two 
(52) yards, level two (2) and he fired one (1) round.   
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1330 hours, Officer Moser provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Plummer 
2) Detective Patton 
3) Detective Colon 
4) PPA attorney Harper 
5) CSA Director McLaughlin 
6) CSA Supervisor Martin  
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Moser relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Moser was the first sniper to arrive on the call and he took the call sign   Officer 
Moser parked his vehicle near the 300 block of Lakehurst Road, grabbed his sniper gear, 
spoke briefly with the resident at 401 Lakehurst Road and made his way to the front yard of 
405 Lakehurst Road.  
 
Officer Moser took a ground position near a flower bed in front of 405 Lakehurst Road. A short 
time later, Officer Walters met with Officer Moser. Officer Walters decided to take a position on 
the roof of 409 Lakehurst. Once Officer Walters was in position, Officer Moser moved his 
position to the roof of 409 Lakehurst Road with Officer Walters.  
 
Officer Moser again changed his position to the roof of 413 Lakehurst Road. Officer Moser 
stated his final shooting position was six (6) o’clock, fifty two (52) yards, level two (2) and he 
fired one (1) round.    
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1353 hours, Officer Mikkelson provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 
 
1) Detective Patton 
2) PPA attorney Harper  
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Mikkelson relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Mikkelson arrived at the scene and parked next to Officer Walters’ vehicle. Officer 
Mikkelson grabbed his sniper gear and responded to Officer Walters’ location on the roof at 
409 Lakehurst Road. Officer Mikkelson was acting as Officer Walters’ spotter. Officer 
Mikkelson was in position for approximately five (5) minutes when Snider exited his house, 
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pointed his rifle at the BearCat and was shot by Officer’s Walters and Moser. Officer Mikkelson 
broadcast, “Shot out. Shot out”, over the SWAT radio.  
 
VII.  PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT (PSS) 
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1305 hours, Detective Jex interviewed Sergeant Calhoun in 
reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Officer Walters. Also present were 
PMSA representatives Lieutenant Faulis and Sergeant Hayes. Below are the questions asked 
by Sergeant Calhoun and the answers provided by Officer Walters. Officer Walters’s answers 
are in bold italics. 
 

1) Did you discharge your firearm? 

Yes. 

a) If so, in what direction? 

Southwest.   

b) Approximately where were you located when you fired?  

On the rooftop of 409 Lakehurst. 

c) How many shots do you think you fired?   

One (1). 

 

2) Is anyone injured?  

The suspect. 

   

3) Are there any outstanding suspects?  

No. 

 

4) Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?  

No, not sure. 

 

5) Do you know if any other officer(s) discharged their firearms? 

Yes. 

a) If so, who are they?  

Officer Charles Moser.  

b) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired?  

Officer Moser was approximately thirty (30) yards to the south and also on 

a rooftop. 

 

6) Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured/protected?  

The suspect’s rifle was in the driveway. 

 

7) Are you aware of witnesses?  

Officer Cory Mikkelson was my spotter and I was with him at the time I fired. 
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On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1310 hours, Detective Jex interviewed Sergeant Calhoun in 
reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Officer Moser. Also present were 
PMSA representatives Lieutenant Faulis and Sergeant Hayes. Below are the questions asked 
by Sergeant Calhoun and the answers provided by Officer Moser. Officer Moser’s answers are 
in bold and italics.  
 

1) Did you discharge your firearm? 

Yes. 

a) If so, in what direction? 

Directly west.   

b) Approximately where were you located when you fired?  

At the six (6) o’clock position approximately fifty two (52) yards away on 

level two (2), on a rooftop. 

c) How many shots do you think you fired?   

One (1) shot. 

 

2) Is anyone injured?  

Yes, the suspect, and he was transported by FD 44.   

 

3) Are there any outstanding suspects?  

No. 

 

4) Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?  

Not a hundred percent sure but he didn’t think so. 

 

5) Do you know if any other officer(s) discharged their firearms? 

Yes, Officer Mike Walters. 

a) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired?  

Officer Walters was twenty five (25) yards to his right, at the four (4) o’clock 

position and also at level two (2) on the rooftop. 

 

6) Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured/protected?  

The suspect’s rifle is down in the driveway. 

  

7) Are you aware of witnesses?  
Officer Mike Walters and Officer Cory Mikkelson were witnesses. 

 

VIII. OFFICER WEAPON COUNTDOWNS  
 
On 08/23/2015, Officers Mikkelson, Moser, and Walters had their sniper rifles counted down at 
Helen Marie Smith Elementary School located at 7101 Pinedale Avenue. The officers were 
photographed by SCSA Lynch for appearance purposes, and their weapons were 
photographed for identification purposes.  
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Officer Mikkelson  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Lieutenant Pelletier  
2) Detective Kowalski 
3) Detective Martin  
4) SCSA Lynch 
5) PPA Representative Yant 
 
Officer Mikkelson was dressed in a multi-camouflage battle dress uniform (BDU) long sleeved 
uniform and a multi-camouflage ghillie hat. He wore subdued LVMPD patches on each 
shoulder, a SWAT patch on his right shoulder, and a Mikkelson patch on his left. Officer 
Mikkelson wore a multi-camouflage load bearing vest (LBV) with attached tools and equipment 
as part of his position as a SWAT sniper.  
 
Prior to countdown, Officer Mikkelson stated he carried five (5) match rounds in the magazine 
loaded in his firearm and zero (0) rounds in the chamber. Officer Mikkelson carried two (2) 
spare magazines in his LBV loaded with five (5) match rounds each. Officer Mikkelson also 
carried five (5) match rounds and three (3) bonded rounds on the cheek pad attached to the 
stock of the rifle.  
 

Make  Accuracy International 
Model AE 308 

Serial Number  
Caliber .308 
Weapon Mounted Light No 
Ammunition FC 308 WIN 
Cartridge in Chamber No 
Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 5 cartridges 

Countdown: 5 cartridges (match) 

Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 5 cartridges 
Countdown: 5 cartridges (match) 

Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 5 cartridges 
Countdown: 5 cartridges (match) 

 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Mikkelson did not fire his firearm 
during this incident. Officer Mikkelson’s firearm, magazines, and cartridges were photographed 
for documentation and returned to Officer Mikkelson.  
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Officer Moser  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Sergeant Calhoun  
2) Detective Kowalski  
3) Detective Martin 
4) SCSA Lynch 
5) PPA Representative Yant 
 
Officer Moser was dressed in a long sleeve multi-camouflage, multi-cam BDU pants, and multi-
camouflage baseball cap with a United States flag patch on the front. He wore a subdued 
LVMPD patch and a United States Flag patch on the left shoulder, a subdued LVMPD patch 
on the right shoulder, and an embroidered subdued LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer 
Moser wore a multi-camouflage LBV with attached tools and equipment as part of his position 
as a SWAT sniper.  
 
Prior to countdown, Officer Moser stated he carried six (6) match rounds in the magazine 
loaded in his firearm and zero (0) rounds loaded in the chamber. Officer Moser carried one (1) 
spare magazine loaded with six (6) bonded rounds and two (2) spare magazines loaded with 
match rounds, one (1) with six (6) rounds, and one (1) with five (5) rounds. 
 

Make  Desert Tech Arms 
Model SRS-A1 

Serial Number -  
Caliber .308 
Weapon Mounted Light Yes, unknown make/model 
Ammunition FC 308 WIN 
Cartridge in Chamber No 
Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 6 cartridges 

Countdown: 5 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 6 cartridges  
Countdown: 6 cartridges (bonded) 

Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 6 cartridges  
Countdown: 6 cartridges (match) 

Spare Magazine #3 Capacity: 6 cartridges  
 Countdown: 5 cartridges (match) 

 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Moser discharged his firearm 
one (1) time during this incident. Officer Moser’s firearm, the magazine from the firearm, and 
cartridges were photographed and impounded by SCSA Lynch.  
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Officer Walters  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Sergeant Calhoun  
2) Detective Kowalski  
3) Detective Martin 
4) Detective Pazos 
5) SCSA Lynch 
6) PPA Representative Yant 
 
Officer Walters was dressed in a multi-camouflage and olive colored long sleeve turtle neck 
shirt, multi-camouflage BDU pants, and a multi-camouflage ghillie hat. He wore subdued 
LVMPD patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD SWAT patch on the right shoulder. Officer 
Walters carried an Eberlestock backpack with attached tools and equipment as part of his 
position as a SWAT sniper.  
 
Prior to countdown, Officer Walters stated he carried five (5) match rounds in the magazine 
loaded in his firearm and zero (0) rounds in the chamber. Officer Walters carried one (1) spare 
magazine inside the pocket of the cheek pad on the stock of the rifle. The magazine contained 
five (5) bonded rounds. Officer Walters’ cheek pad also had a side saddle containing two (2) 
bonded rounds and three (3) match rounds. Inside Officer Walters’ Eberlestock backpack, he 
carried four (4) magazines containing five (5) match rounds each.  
 

Make  Accuracy International 
Model AE 308 

Serial Number  
Caliber .308 
Weapon Mounted Light No 
Ammunition FC 308 WIN 
Cartridge in Chamber No 
Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 5 cartridges  

Countdown: 4 cartridges (match) 

Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 5 cartridges 
Countdown: 5 cartridges 

 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Walters discharged his firearm 
one (1) time during this incident. Officer Walters’ firearm, the magazine from the firearm and its 
four (4) corresponding match rounds, the magazine from the cheek pad and its five (5) 
corresponding bonded rounds, and the rounds from the side saddle, two (2) bonded and three 
(3) match, were photographed and impounded by SCSA Lynch.  
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IX.  SEARCH WARRANTS  
 
On 08/23/2015 at approximately 0937 hours, a telephonic search warrant was obtained by 
Detective Jeremy Melvin from the Honorable Justice Court Judge Tobiasson for the following 
items from the location of 416 Lakehurst Road: 
 
1)     The person of William Snider, LVMPD ID# 467622, DOB /1958. 
2)     Any and all firearms, to include long rifles or shotguns. 
3)     Firearm accessories, to include ammunition, holsters, cases, etc. 
4)    Papers, documents, and effects which tend to show possession, dominion, and control 

over the premises. 
 
The following personnel served the search warrant and documented the results: 
   
1) The LVMPD SWAT Green and Blue teams 
2) Sergeant MacDonald 
3) Detective Patton 
4) Detective Colon 
5) Detective Jeager 
 
The following items were photographed and impounded by SCSA Thomas and CSA Tufteland 
as part of the search warrant: 
  
1) Norinco SKS 7.62x39 rifle. 
2) Nine (9) rounds of ammunition. 
3) Pair of tennis shoes. 
4) Pair of jeans. 
5) Bullet fragments. 
6) Shotgun cartridge shell. 
7) Shotgun-Remington Wingmaster 870 12 gauge. 
8) Two (2) computers & two (2) external hard drives.  
9) Bullet fragments from inside the residence. 
10) Shot shells. 
11) 7.62 ammunition from inside the residence. 
 
SCSA Thomas and CSAS Martin took overall photographs of the multiple scenes and items of 
evidence in place prior to recovering them.  
 
On 08/23/2015 at approximately 1402 hours, a piggyback telephonic search warrant was 
obtained by Detective Sergeant Jerry MacDonald from the Honorable Justice Court Judge 
Tobiasson for video surveillance from the following locations:  
 
1) 416 Lakehurst Road 
2) 7118 Pinelake Road 
3) 412 Lakehurst Road 
4) 408 Lakehurst Road 
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X. OFFICER POSITIONS, DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENE, VISIBLE EVIDENCE  
 
Officer Positions  
 

 
 
Description of the scenes  
 
The location descriptions documented below in italics was imported into this report directly 
from a report created by SCSA Thomas.  
 
Vehicle(s): 
 
V1: Black with white, 2005, BLNCO BearCat Model 05, NV EX 31560  

VIN:  4FDAF57PX5ED16773 Metro# 9456 
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V2: Black, 1997, BMW  NV 136 ATX  VIN: WBACD4326VAV54227 
V3: Silver, 1997, BMW  NV Handicapped D1203  VIN: WBAGJ8323VDL40747 
V4: White, Chevrolet NV Handicapped D6344 VIN: not visible 
V5: Black and white, 2014, Ford Explorer NV LVMP 0127 VIN: 1FM5K8AR6EGC08423 

Metro# NW10565 
V6: Black with white, 2007, Bear, NV EX 49324, VIN: 1FVACYDC5SHY09735 Metro# 9526 
 
416 Lakehurst: 
 
416 Lakehurst Road was a single story residence on the southwest corner of Lakehurst 
Road and Lakehurst Court. Lakehurst Road was situated east/west. Lakehurst Court was a 
short north/south road off the south side of Lakehurst Road, culminating a cul-de-sac. 
 

Directly west of 416 Lakehurst Road was 412 Lakehurst Road. 413 Lakehurst Road was 

located across the street (north) of 416 Lakehurst Road. 409 Lakehurst Road was situated 

west of 413, and north of the residence at 412 Lakehurst Road. 
 

Exterior Scene: 
 

416 Lakehurst Road was an L-shaped residence located along the south side Lakehurst 

Road. The north/south portion of the residence was parallel to Lakehurst Court. The 

east/west portion of the residence extended to the west from the south end of the 

north/south portion of the residence. A driveway extended north/south from the east/west 

portion of the residence to the street. A sidewalk ran east/west along the south side of 

Lakehurst Road, north of the residence at 416 Lakehurst Road. 
 

The residence at 412 Lakehurst Road was a mirror image of the residence at 416 Lakehurst 

Road. A yard area, comprising of dirt, stone, and grass, extended north/south between the 

driveways of the residences of 412 and 416 Lakehurst Road. 
 

The listed V1 and V6 were marked SWAT vehicles. At the time of my arrival V1 and V6 were 

both parked, facing southeast, in the driveway and yard north/northwest of the residence. V1 

was west of, and parallel to V6. V1 was later repositioned to the south side of Lakehurst 

Road, west of the residence at 416 Lakehurst Road. 
 

The listed V2 was parked facing south, in the front yard of the residence, west of the 

driveway, and northwest of the residence entry door. V3 was parked, facing south, behind 

(north) of V2. The listed V4 was parked in the driveway of the residence, facing southeast, 

northeast of the residence front entry door. V5 was a marked Patrol Vehicle, parked facing 

southwest on Lakehurst Road, north of the east end of the residence driveway. 
 

A rifle was located on the driveway behind (north) of the rear tire of V3. A left sneaker was 
on the ground near the barrel of the rifle. The corresponding right sneaker was on the ground 
in the yard northwest of the left sneaker. A pair of jeans was on the south sidewalk of 
Lakehurst Road, west of the driveway and southeast of the right sneaker. Drag marks and 
areas of apparent blood were visible from the left (driver) side of V3, north down the 
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driveway, then northwest into the yard area, then north again, culminating in the area where 
the jeans were located on the south sidewalk of the roadway. 
 

A metal fragment was located on the driveway east of the front left (driver) door of V3, 
northwest of the front door of the residence. A copper fragment was on the driveway 
northeast of the front entry door, and southeast of the metal fragment. A shotgun cartridge 
case (shot shell) marked "FEDERAL 6 HI-BRASS 2 %" 70mm" and bearing the headstamp 
"12 GA MADE IN USA" was located atop of the left (driver) side windshield wiper of V2. 
 

An apparent bullet hole was observed on the north wall of the residence, west of the entry 
door (labeled A1). 
 

413 Lakehurst Road was the residence located across the street (north) of the residence at 
416 Lakehurst Road. SWAT gear was located on the roof of the residence, with a rifle 
located west of the air conditioning unit. A cartridge case bearing the headstamp "FC 308 
WIN" was located on the roof, west of the air conditioning unit. 
 

409 Lakehurst Road was located east of the residence at 413 Lakehurst Road. SWAT gear 
was located on the roof of the residence, with a rifle located west of the air conditioning unit. 
A cartridge case bearing the headstamp "FC 308 WIN" was located on the roof, west of the 
air conditioning unit. 
 

SWAT gear was visible on the roof of 412 Lakehurst Road, the residence directly the west 
of 416 Lakehurst Road. 

 
Interior Scene: 
 
416 Lakehurst Road was a five (5) bedroom, single story residence. The interior of the 

residence was generally cluttered and unkempt. 

 

The north-facing, front door of the residence opened into a small entryway, with a closet 

located along the west wall. Directly north of the entry was the north livingroom. 

 

The north livingroom was sparsely furnished, with a loveseat along the north wall and a 

couch along the east wall, south of the archway leading to the kitchen. The loveseat was 

away from the wall at the east end, with a table occupying the area behind and to the east of 

the love seat. A fireplace occupied the majority of the south wall. A television was on the 

floor in the southwest corner of the room. A bicycle was leaning against the west wall. 

 
A shotgun was leaning against the wall in the northwest corner of the room. A black plastic 
clip containing nine (9) cartridges (eight (8) cartridges bearing the headstamp" Tulammo 
7.62x39" and one (1) bearing the headstamp "10 99") was located on the east side of the 
fireplace hearth. Next to this was ten (10) shotgun cartridges marked "FEDERAL 6 HI- 
BRASS 2 7'." 70mm" and bearing the headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA" 

 

A metal fragment was on the floor in the area of the archway leading into the kitchen. A 

copper fragment was on the floor near the bicycle, south of the entry closet. 
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A bullet perforated the north wall of the entry closet (A2) and pentrated the west wall of the 
entry closet (A3). An apparent bullet was recovered from the west wall of the entry closet. 

 
Bullet impacts were also observed in the upper frame of the fireplace (BA) and in the lower 
frame of the fireplace (BB). A bullet fragment perforated the south wall of the north 
livingroom, west of the fireplace (BC1). A corresponding bullet hole was observed in the 
westernmost exterior south wall of the residence (BC2). 
 

An archway along the north portion of the east wall of the north livingroom led to the kitchen. 

A dining area was situated directly east of the kitchen. An archway located along the south 

wall between the kitchen and the dining area led to a large south livingroom. 
 

An empty, hard, long gun case was observed atop of the sectional in the south livingroom. 
 

Two (2) bedrooms could be accessed from an archway in the south portion of the east wall 
of the south livingroom. No items were note were observed in the southeast or south central 
bedrooms. A hallway beginning at the south end of the east wall in the dining area led to two 
(2) additional bedrooms, a bathroom, and the garage. No items of note were observed in 
these areas. 
 

The doorway to the master bedroom was located along the west wall of the dining area, 
north of the kitchen. The master bedroom consisted of two (2) closets along the north wall 
(designated the east and west closets), a bed along the south wall in the southeast corner of 
the room, and a desk (with computer) along the west wall, south of the door. The master 
bathroom was located off the southwest portion of the room. 
 

The room was cluttered with various items to include tools, bedding, and clothing strewn 
throughout the floor. Atop of the bed was a "FEDERAL AMMUNITION" "HI-BRASS LOAD" 
box, and seven (7) shotgun cartridges marked "FEDERAL 6 HI-BRASS 2 o/." 70mm" and 
bearing the headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA". Two (2) cartridges bearing the same 
headstamp were on the nightstand located south of the east closet. One (1) cartridge bearing 
the same headstamp was located on the floor south of the east closet. 
 

Observed in the east closet were a box of ammunition, a computer tower and external hard 
drives. An empty, hard, long gun case was leaning against the west wall in the east closet.  
An open floor safe was in the west closet. 

Recovered Evidence 
 
416 Lakehurst Road: 
 
The evidence list below in italics was imported into this report directly from a report created by 
SCSA Thomas reference evidence recovered from 416 Lakehurst Road. 
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Package 1 
  
Item# 1: One (1) "Norinco" "SKS" "7.62x39" semi- automatic rifle with wood-like stock and        

attached green cloth strap; barrel length approximately 16.5", overall length 
approximately 40"; sin 1215567; made in China, imported ATL GA 

 
Item# 1A: One (1) cartridge bearing the headstamp "10 99" 
 
Item# 1B: Eight (8) cartridges bearing the headstamp "10 99" 
 
Package 2 
 
Item# 2: One (1) white and grey, "FILA" size 10, left sneaker 
 
Item# 3: One (1) white and grey, "FILA" size 10, right sneaker 
 
Item# 4: One (1) pair of unknown brand, size "40x30" blue jeans with attached brown belt; 

medically cut 
 
Package 3 
 
Item# 5: One (1) metal fragment 
 
Item# 6: One (1) copper fragment 
 
Package 4 
 
Item# 7: One (1) shotgun cartridge case (shot shell) marked "FEDERAL 6 HI-BRASS 2 %" 

70mm" and bearing the headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA" 
 
Package 5 
 
Item# 8: One (1) "Remington" "870" "Wingmaster'' 12GA, pump-action shotgun with wood-

colored stock; barrel length approximately 30', overall length approximately 51"; s/n 
V689877V"; USA 

 
Item# 8A: One (1) cartridge marked "FEDERAL 6 HI- BRASS 2 %""70mm" and bearing the 

headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA" 
 
Item# 8B: Two (2) cartridges marked "FEDERAL 6 HI- BRASS 2 %" 70mm" and bearing the 

headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA" 
 
Package 6 
 
Item# 9: One (1) metal fragment 
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Package 7 
 
Item# 10:  One (1) black, plastic clip containing nine (9) cartridges- eight {8) cartridges bearing 

the headstamp" Tulammo 7.62x39" and one (1) bearing the headstamp "10 99" 
 
Item# 11: Ten (10) shotgun cartridges marked "FEDERAL 6 HI-BRASS 2 %" 70mm" and 

bearing the headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA" 
 
Package 8 
 
Item# 12: One (1) copper fragment 
 
Item# 13: One (1) apparent bullet 
 
Package 9 
 
Item# 14: One (1) shotgun cartridge marked "FEDERAL 6 HI-BRASS 2 .%" 70mm" and 

bearing the headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA" 
 
Item# 15: Two (2) shotgun cartridges marked "FEDERAL 6 HI-BRASS 2 %" 70mm" and 

bearing the headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA" 
 
Item# 16: One (1) "FEDERAL AMMUNITION" "HI-GRASS LOAD" box, and seven (7) shotgun 

cartridges marked "FEDERAL 6 HI-BRASS 2 %" 70mm" and bearing the 
headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA" 

 
Package 10 
 
Item# 17: One (1) cartridge case bearing the headstamp "FC 308 WIN" 
 
Item# 18: One (1) cartridge case bearing the headstamp "FC 308 WIN" 
 
Package 11 
 
Item# 19: One (1) black-colored "sentey" computer tower bearing no visible serial number 
 
Package 12 
 
Item# 20: One (1) black and silver-colored "hp" computer tower, marked "hp compaq dc5100 

SFF", "hp s/n2UA6160WSM" 
 
Package 13 
 
Item# 21: One (1) silver and black-colored, "Seagate" external hard drive, sin 4LJ02V8H 
 
Item# 22: One (1) grey and blue-colored, "Maxtor" "Shared Stor11ge" external hard drive, sin 

2DD1196X 
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Locations of Recovered Evidence 
 
The following items were collected and impounded as evidence:  the "Norinco" "SKS" 

"7.62x39" semi-automatic rifle (sin 1215567) from the ground north of the left rear tire ofV5 

(Item# 1) and contents to include one (1) cartridge bearing the headstamp "10 99" from the 

chamber of the rifle (Item# 1A) and eight (8) cartridges bearing the same headstamp from 

the magazine of the rifle (Item # 1B);  the left "FILA" sneaker from the ground north of the 

left rear tire of V5 (Item# 2) and the right "FILA" sneaker from the front yard of the residence 

west of the driveway (Item# 3); the pair of jeans located on the sidewalk south of the 

residence (Item # 4); a metal fragment from the driveway east of the front driver door of V3 

(Item# 5); a copper fragment located on the driveway northeast of the front door of the 

residence (Item # 6); the shotgun cartridge case marked "FEDERAL 6 HI-BRASS 2 %" 

70mm" and bearing the headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA" from the left windshield wiper of 

V3 (Item# 7); the "Remington" "870" "Wingmaster'' 12GA pump-action shotgun from the 

northwest corner of the north livingroom (Item # 8) and contents to include one ( 1) cartridge 

bearing the same headstamp from the chamber (Item# 8A) and two (2) cartridges from the 

tube magazine (Item# 8B); a metal fragment from the north livingroom floor in the area of 

the arch leading into the kitchen (Item# 9); a black plastic clip containing nine (9) cartridges 

(Item# 10) and ten (10) shotgun cartridges (Item # 11) from the east side of the fireplace 

hearth in the north livingroom; a copper fragment from the floor of the north livingroom 

south of the entry closet (Item# 12); the bullet recovered from the west wall of the entry 

closet (Item# 13); a shotgun cartridge from the floor south of the east closet in the master 

bedroom (Item# 14); two (2) shotgun cartridges from atop of the nightstand in the master 

bedroom (Item# 15);·seven (7) shotgun cartridges and a corresponding ammunition box 

from atop of the bed in the master bedroom (Item# 16); a cartridge case bearing the 

headstamp "FC 308 WIN" from the roof of the residence at 409 Lakehurst Road, west of the 

air conditioning unit (Item# 17); a cartridge case bearing the headstamp "FC 308 WIN" 

from the roof of the residence at 413 Lakehurst Road, west of the air conditioning unit 

(Item# 18); the computer towers from under the desk (Item# 19) and from the east closet 

(Item# 20) in the master bedroom; and two (2) external hard drives recovered from the 

east closet in the master bedroom (Items# 21 & 22).  
 
7101 Pinedale Road by way of 409 and 413 Lakehurst Road: 
 
The evidence list below in italics was imported into this report directly from a report created by 
SCSA Lynch reference evidence recovered from 7101Pinedale Road after the countdowns 
were completed. The evidence was originally recovered by CSAS Martin while the evidence 
was in place at 409 and 413 Lakehurst Road. 
 
Package 3: 
 
Item #4-0ne (1) magazine with multi-camouflage finish Item #5-Four (4) Match "FC 308 WIN" 

cartridges 
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Item #6-0ne (1) magazine with multi-camouflage finish 
 
Item #7-Five (5) Bonded "SPEER 308 WIN" cartridges  
 
Item #8-Three (3) Match "FC 308 WIN" cartridges & two (2) Bonded "SPEER 308 WIN" 

cartridges 
 
Package 4: 
 
Item #9-0ne (1) spider mesh desert finish Desert Tech Bolt- action Rifle, Model SRS A 1, 

Caliber 308, Made in West Valley City, UT, with serial number SRS003596, an 
approximate 31 inch barrel length with an attached Thunder Beast Arms 30P1 
suppressor, a 3.5X25 Leupold Mark 8 Scope, a Harris Tactical biped, a tactical light, 
and a sling 

 
Package 5: 
 
Item #10-0ne (1) spider mesh desert finish magazine  
 
Item #11-Five (5) Match "FC 308 WIN" cartridges 
 
XI.  THIRD PERSON VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE 
 
409 Lakehurst Road  
 
Travis Sanderson lives at 409 Lakehurst Road. On 08/23/2015, Sanderson video recorded the 
SWAT shooting from his Apple iPhone 6 Plus bearing serial number DQGPP11AG5QR. The 
recorded video was 2 minutes and 27 seconds in duration. The video showed Snider point his 
rifle in a north and east direction as well as SWAT snipers discharging their weapons in 
response to Snider’s actions. The video also had audio.   
 
Sanderson signed a Consent to Search card giving detectives permission to download the 
video from his phone without a search warrant. Detective Patton called out Detective Ehlers 
from the LVMPD Computer Forensics Lab to perform the download. Detective Ehlers 
responded to the 409 Lakehurst Road, received the iPhone from Sanderson, downloaded the 
video from the iPhone, and returned the phone to Sanderson.  
 
On 08/24/2015, Detective Ehlers completed an examination report, put the downloaded video 
onto a disk, and provided the report and disk to Detective Patton.  
 
7118 Pinelake Road 
 
On 08/23/2015, Forensic Video Analyst Marc Moses downloaded video from 7118 Pinelake 
Road. Analyst Moses captured and downloaded video from 08/23/2015 from 08:55:10 to 
13:37:12 hours. Only one (1) camera angle was downloaded. The camera angle faced north 
and west. The video did not capture the incident due to a large tree in the front yard of 7118 
Pinelake Road that blocked the view of 416 Lakehurst Road.    
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408 Lakehurst Road  
 
On 08/23/2015, Forensic Video Analyst Marc Moses downloaded video from three (3) separate 
camera positions from 408 Lakehurst Road. Camera position #1 faced north. Analyst Moses 
captured video from 07:06:14 to 10:55:57 hours from the morning of 08/23/2015. Camera 
position #2 faced east. Analyst Moses captured video from 07:02:18 to 10:52:04 hours from 
the morning of 08/23/2015. Camera position #3 faced south and east. Analyst Moses captured 
video from 07:04:17 to 10:54:02 hours from the morning of 08/23/2015. 
 
All three (3) cameras showed patrol officers arrive on the initial call, block Lakehurst Road and 
SWAT armored vehicles and officers getting into positions. The cameras did not show the 
shooting or Snider’s actions.    
 
412 Lakehurst Road  
 
On 08/23/2015, Forensic Video Analyst Marc Moses attempted to download video from 412 
Lakehurst Road; however, the recording device for the camera system was not operational 
and only provided a live feed to the monitor.  
 
XII.  AUTOPSY  
 
On 08/24/2015, at approximately 1117 hours, under CCOCME Case 15-08394, an autopsy 
was performed on the body of William Snider at the Clark County Office of the 
Coroner/Medical Examiner by Doctor Jennifer Corneal.   
 
The following persons were in attendance: 
 
1) Detective Patton 
2) SCSA Lynch 
3) Forensic Technician James Bichsel 
 
The following items of evidence were impounded by SCSA Lynch: 
 
1) One (1) buccal swab kit 
2) One (1) green short sleeve polo-style “Merona” brand shirt, size XXL, with apparent blood 

and defects 
3) One (1) bullet fragment  
4) One (1) bullet jacket 

 
The following wounds/injuries were noted on the body of Snider as noted by Doctor Corneal: 
 
1) Multiple gunshot wounds 

A. Perforating gunshot wound of the chest 
1. Entrance, left chest 
2. Injury to heart, left lung, and left posterior ribs 
3. Exit, left back 
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B. Perforating gunshot wound of the abdomen 
1. Entrance, left upper abdomen 
2. Injury to stomach, small and large intestine, aorta, spinal cord, T12 vertebra, 

right kidney and right adrenal gland 
3. Exit, right lower back 

 
Upon the completion of toxicology testing, the following results were noted to be located from 
inside the body of Snider: 
 
1) Alprazolam    5.2 ng/ml reportable limit 5.0  
2) Hydromorphone-Free 95 ng/ml reportable limit 1.0 
3) Oxymorphone-Free  4.7 ng/ml reportable limit 2.0 
 
After a complete autopsy, Doctor Corneal opined Snider died as a result of multiple gunshot 
wounds. The manner of death was homicide.  
 
XIII.  LVMPD OFFICERS / PERSONNEL   
 
Sergeant Eric Calhoun  
Date of Hire:  /1995 
Area of Assignment:  SWAT 
Squad:  Blue Team 
Call Sign:   
Shift Hours:  1500-0100 hours 
Days Off:  Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Obtained PSS from the involved SWAT Officers 
 
Sergeant Michael Fletcher 
Date of Hire:  /2000 
Area of Assignment:  Northwest Area Command 
Squad:  NW23 
Call Sign:   
Vehicle:  10667 
Shift Hours:  0630-1630 
Days Off:  Wednesday / Thursday / Friday 
Provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Officer John Abel  
Date of Hire:  /2007 
Area of Assignment:  NWAC 
Squad:  NW23 
Call Sign:   
Vehicle:  10565 
Shift Hours:  0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:  Wednesday / Thursday / Friday 
Provided an audio recorded interview 
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Officer Christopher Kratsas 
Date of Hire:  /2007 
Area of Assignment:  NWAC 
Squad:  NW23 
Call Sign:   
Vehicle:  10670 
Shift Hours:  0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:  Wednesday / Thursday / Friday 
Provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Officer Michael Torsiello 
Date of Hire:  /2008 
Area of Assignment:  NWAC 
Squad:  NW23 
Call Sign:   
Vehicle:  10523 
Shift Hours:  0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:  Wednesday / Thursday / Friday 
Provided an audio recorded interview  
 
Officer Johnathon Richter 
Date of Hire:  /2005 
Area of Assignment:  Traffic 
Squad:  TR22 
Call Sign:   
Vehicle:  7462 
Shift Hours:  0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:  Wednesday / Thursday / Friday 
Provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Officer John Wiggins 
Date of Hire:  /2002 
Area of Assignment:  SWAT 
Squad:  Z35 
Call Sign:   
Shift Hours:  1500-0100 hours 
Days Off:  Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Provided an audio recorded interview 
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CIVILIANS 
 
Kountess Alexander 
DOB:  /1989  
SSN:   
NV OLN:   
Address:   416 Lakehurst Road 
  Las Vegas, NV 89145 
Phone Number:   
Snider’s tenant / roommate; provided audio recorded interview 
 
Jonathan Matthew Bowers 
DOB:                                  1989        
SSN:                                  
ID:                                       2748175        
NV OLN:                             
Address:                             416 Lakehurst Road 
                                           Las Vegas, Nevada 89145 
Phone Number:                   
Snider’s tenant / roommate; provided audio recorded interview 
 
Grant Xavier French 
DOB:                                  /1989        
SSN:                                  
ID:                                      2661513        
NV OLN:                             
Address:                             416 Lakehurst Road 
                                           Las Vegas, Nevada 89145 
Phone Number:                   
Snider’s tenant / roommate; provided audio recorded interview 
 
Eric Rankin 
DOB:  /1976  
SSN:   
NV OLN:   
Address:   413 Lakehurst Road 
  Las Vegas, NV 89145 
Phone Number:   
Provided written statement and audio recorded interview 
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Travis Sanderson  
DOB:  /1992  
SSN:   
NV OLN:   
Address:  409 Lakehurst Road 
  Las Vegas, NV 89145  
Phone Number:   
Occupation:   Maintenance  
Employer:  Camden Breeze Apartments 
Shift Hours:  0800 to 1600 
Days Off:  Saturday and Sunday  
Provided an audio recorded interview and video of the incident 
 
William Riley Smith JR.  
DOB:  /1956 
SSN:   
NV OLN:                            
Home Address:  408 Lakehurst Road 
  Las Vegas, NV 89145  
Home Phone:   
Occupation:  Bartender 
Employer:  Caesar’s Palace 
Days Off:  Varies 
Shift Hours:  Varies  
Provided a written statement and audio recorded interview  
 

Allen Stewart 
DOB:  /1961 
SSN:  2 
ID:  1190711 
NV OLN:                     
Home Address:  412 Lakehurst Road 
  Las Vegas, NV 89145  
Home Phone:     
Provided a written statement and audio recorded interview  
 

Deborah Stewart 
DOB:  /1970 
SSN:   
NV OLN:              
Home Address:  412 Lakehurst Road 
  Las Vegas, NV 89145  
Home Phone:    
Occupation:  Social Worker  
Employer:  Child Protective Services 
Shift Hours:  0730-1600 
Provided a written statement and audio recorded interview  
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XIV. INVESTIGATION  
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1101 hours, Detective Pazos obtained an audio recorded 
statement from Allen Stewart. No other persons were present for this statement. The following 
is a summary of the statement; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
Allen Stewart was at home and in bed with his wife, Deborah Stewart, when they both heard 
what they thought to be a firecracker or a gunshot. Allen described the sound as loud and 
close. Allen looked out his window and saw his neighbor, William Snider, standing 
approximately three (3) feet outside of Allen’s front door. Allen exited his front door and 
confronted Snider.   
 
Allen looked at Snider who told him, “This is your destiny Al. This is your destiny. You’re not 
welcome in my home.” Allen could not see Snider’s lower torso or hands because there was a 
car in between them, but he could smell the odor of burnt gunpowder Allen believed Snider 
fired a gun because he smelled the burnt gunpowder and became scared. Allen put his hands 
up and said, “Okay Bill!” Allen walked back inside the house and called 911. Allen had never 
seen Snider with a gun and was never directly threatened by Snider. Snider had filed several 
bogus reports against Allen in the past. Allen stated he had not had any problems with Snider 
for a while and no longer talked to him.     
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1102 hours, Detective Colon conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Kountess Alexander at 7101 Pinedale Avenue. The following is a summary of 
the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview. 
 
Alexander and her boyfriend, Grant French, rented a room from William Snider at 416 
Lakehurst Road. French had resided there for approximately three (3) months and Alexander 
for one (1) month. There was an additional house mate, Jonathan Bowers. 
 
At the beginning of Alexander’s residency, she and Snider got along well. They would 
converse daily as well as go grocery shopping together. Alexander noticed Snider took a lot of 
prescription medication and also had a morphine pump attached to his chest. Approximately 
two (2) weeks prior to the incident, Snider began acting odd and demanded Alexander and 
French move out in two (2) days. Alexander and French negotiated an end of the month move 
out date.  
 
Alexander described Snider’s behavior as erratic. Snider complained about the neighbor 
entering the residence when no one was home and stealing his mail. Snider installed 
surveillance cameras to monitor his neighbor. Snider walked around the house armed with an 
axe which concerned Alexander. Alexander did not believe the neighbor ever entered Snider’s 
residence and believed Snider suffered from some sort of mental issue. 
 
On 08/23/2015, Alexander woke up at approximately 0700 hours and went to the kitchen to eat 
breakfast. Alexander woke French to accompany her because she felt uneasy around Snider. 
As Alexander and French walked to the kitchen, French pulled her back into the bedroom 
because he observed Snider sitting in the living room holding a rifle. 
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Alexander called 911 to request police. Alexander and French were unable to exit the 
residence through their bedroom window because Snider had nailed it shut. Alexander and 
French ran through the residence wanting to avoid being seen by Snider. Alexander and 
French exited through the backdoor and made contact with LVMPD officers who assisted them 
over the backyard wall. 
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1103 hours, Detective Kowalski conducted an audio 
recorded statement with Grant French in the library of Helen Marie Smith Elementary School, 
7101 Pinedale Avenue. The following is a summary of the statement. For complete details of 
the statement, refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
On 08/23/2015, sometime before 0700 hours, French was asleep in his bed with his girlfriend, 
Kountess Alexander at 416 Lakehurst Road. French was woken up by a loud bang. He was 
unable to say if it was a gunshot. He looked out his bedroom window, but did not see anything 
amiss. French watched television in his room until Alexander woke up. They remained in their 
room until approximately 0730 hours when he and Alexander went to the kitchen to get 
breakfast.  
 
When they exited their bedroom, there was a loud noise coming from outside the front door of 
the residence. French thought it sounded like the police. French walked toward the front door 
and Alexander went into the kitchen. French saw Snider sitting on the hearth holding an 
assault rifle. The rifle was black metal with a wooden stock. Snider was pointing the rifle 
toward the ceiling with the butt stock resting on his right thigh. Snider told French to leave and 
get out of the house. Snider seemed calm to French.  
 
French believed the situation was serious, so he went into the kitchen and told Alexander they 
had to leave. French pulled her into their bedroom. Alexander laid down on the floor and 
French called 911. The dispatcher told French the police were at his residence and they 
needed to leave the house. French went into another roommates’ (Jonathan Bowers) room to 
wake him up. French told Bowers that Snider had a gun and they needed to leave the house. 
Bowers did not believe French and went to talk to Snider. French and Alexander left the 
residence and climbed over a rear wall where officers were located. French assisted officers 
with Intel reference who was in the residence and the layout of the interior. French left the area 
with officers and was not present for the shooting.  
 
French moved into the house in the beginning of July. Bowers had been renting a room from 
Snider and told French there was a room he and Alexander could rent. Snider seemed normal 
until French got to know him better. French believed Snider was paranoid schizophrenic due to 
his behavior and the medications he took. Due to Snider’s behavior, French and Alexander 
decided to move out of the house at the end of August (2015).  
 
French stated Snider told him his neighbor was coming into the house and moving items. 
French relayed a story where a coffee mug was sitting on the floor of the living room. When 
French pointed out the mug and asked what it was doing there, Snider said the neighbor had 
moved it there. Another time, Snider told French that the neighbor was coming into the house 
and replacing bolts in the house and on one of Snider’s cars. Snider also believed his 
neighbors were coming into the house and stealing his mail and his medications. French saw 
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Snider changing the locks, adding more locks to the doors, and nailing doors and windows 
shut. French had also seen Snider walking around the house carrying a hatchet.  
 
French knew that Snider’s son, who had previously lived in the residence, had kept firearms in 
the house. French had seen a shotgun, a hunting rifle with a scope, and an assault rifle. 
Snider’s son talked about how they went hunting and shooting but French had never seen 
Snider handle a firearm before this incident. 
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1124 hours, Detective Pazos obtained an audio recorded 
statement from Deborah Stewart. No other persons were present for this statement. The 
following is a summary of the statement; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
Deborah Stewart was at home and in bed with her husband Allen Stewart when they both 
heard what she described as a “loud” boom. Both Deborah and Allen jumped out of bed and 
walked towards the front of the house to see what happened. Deborah looked out of a window 
and saw her neighbor, William Snider, standing outside next to her front door.  
 
Allen walked outside and Deborah heard Snider say, “This is your destiny. This is your destiny 
Allen.  You are no longer welcome in my house.” Allen immediately walked back in the house 
and called 911. Uniformed police officers arrived on scene and asked them to evacuate their 
house. While Deborah was outside waiting for further police instruction she observed Snider 
walk outside with what she thought was a large rifle, then walk back inside. 
 
Deborah was 100% sure that it was Snider and what he was carrying was a firearm. Officers 
had them move to a local middle school and they were unable to see what happened on the 
scene.   
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1134 hours, Detective Jaeger conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Travis Sanderson in an unmarked LVMPD Vehicle parked near the 
scene. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed 
interview.  
 
On the morning of 08/23/2015, Sanderson was awoken by police activity directly in front of his 
residence. Sanderson had never seen police activity like that before so he started video 
recording the police movements with his iPhone 6 Plus. Officers saw Sanderson recording 
outside his front door and told him to go inside his residence. Sanderson propped his iPhone 
up in a window in a bathroom and left it recording. Sanderson followed the officer’s advice and 
retreated to the back of his house.  
 
After a brief amount of time, Sanderson heard gunshots and thought it was safe to retrieve his 
iPhone. Sanderson reviewed the video and saw it captured the shooting.   
 
After his interview, Sanderson e-mailed the video to Detective Jaeger and gave written 
consent for police to use a patch cord and download the video from his phone.   
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On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1248 hours, Detective Kowalski conducted an audio 
recorded statement with Jonathan Bowers in the library of Helen Marie Smith Elementary 
School, 7101 Pinedale Avenue. The following is a summary of the statement. For complete 
details of the statement, refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
Bowers was asleep in his bed when he was woken up by his roommate Grant French. French 
told him the police were outside the residence and Snider had a gun. French also told him they 
needed to get out of the residence. Bowers did not believe French and went into the living 
room to talk to Snider.  

Bowers could hear the police calling into the residence over the loudspeaker. The police were 
naming Snider specifically and asked him to come out of the house with his hands up. Snider 
was sitting on the couch and seemed calm to Bowers. Snider was holding some sort of rifle 
and Bowers saw shotgun ammunition in the room. Bowers asked Snider why he didn’t put 
down the weapon and go outside with his hands up and Snider told Bowers either, “I just want 
to go out,” or “It’s my time to go out.” Bowers told Snider that he didn’t want to see that and 
asked him again to surrender. Snider took some money from his wallet and gave it to Bowers. 
He asked Bowers to call his son, Charlie. Snider refused to surrender and told Bowers to 
leave. Bowers left the residence.  

Bowers had been living in the house since April, but had been friends with Snider’s son for 
years. Bowers had not heard Snider make any suicidal statements in the past. Bowers did not 
know Snider to keep any guns in the residence, but on 08/22/2015, Snider made a comment to 
Bowers about wanting to “pop off some rounds” with a shotgun. Bowers did not see a shotgun, 
but when he told Snider that it was probably a bad idea, Snider did not say anything else.  

On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1248 hours, Detective Colon conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Eric Rankin at 404 Lakehurst Court. The following is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview. 
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 0800 hours, Rankin’s daughter woke him, saying she heard 
robot voices coming from the front yard. Rankin exited his front door and discovered LVMPD 
officers using a public address (PA) system to communicate with Snider’s residence. The 
officers requested Snider exit the residence and said, “William Snider and the other occupants 
of 416 Lakehurst, please come out with your hands up and without any weapons. This is the 
Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department. We want to talk to you about an incident earlier 
this morning.”   
 
At approximately 0815 hours, Rankin observed Snider exit his residence with a rifle on his 
shoulder. An LVMPD officer using the PA system asked Snider to place the rifle on the trunk of 
the vehicle. Snider replied, “I’m not gonna do that.” Snider turned and went back in the house. 
LVMPD officers continually announced for Snider to come out of his residence with no 
weapons and he would not be hurt. A young man (Jonathan Bowers) wearing a black shirt 
exited the residence and was escorted away by officers.  
 
Rankin observed a SWAT officer climb onto his roof followed by LVMPD armored vehicle’s 
park in front of Snider’s residence. Shortly after the armored vehicles parked, Rankin observed 
Snider exit his residence holding a rifle in a “ready position.” Officers demanded Snider put 
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down the rifle. Snider shouldered the rifle and aimed it toward the street. Rankin heard one (1) 
shot and saw Snider fall to the ground. 
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1317 hours, Detective Jaeger conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Michael Torsiello at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. 
Also present for the interview was PPA Representative Reid. The following is a summary of 
the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
Officer Torsiello heard Dispatch broadcast a call for service reference a shooting. The person 
reporting from 412 Lakehurst Road (Allen Stewart) said his neighbor fired a gunshot at his 
house. Officer Torsiello assigned himself to the call and arrived in the area. Officer Torsiello 
parked his patrol vehicle to block vehicular traffic to the north and could see Officer Hager 
arrive on the call. Officer Torsiello told Officer Hager to park his patrol vehicle to block traffic 
from the south.  
 
Officer Torsiello saw Stewart exit 412 Lakehurst Road and Officer Hager directed Stewart to 
walk over to Officer Torsiello’s location. Stewart directed Officer Torsiello’s attention to 416 
Lakehurst Road and said that was the target residence. Stewart told Officer Torsiello he heard 
a loud bang outside his house, and when he walked outside to investigate the sound he saw 
his neighbor, William Snider. Snider was standing in Stewarts front yard yelling. Stewart stated 
he never saw Snider with a firearm. Officer Torsiello coordinated Stewart and his wife’s 
evacuation from the area. 
 
Several officers arrived on scene to assist. An officer used his vehicle’s PA system to address 
to occupants of 416 Lakehurst Road. Snider exited the residence with an object in his hands. 
The object appeared to be a broom or a bat. Officer Torsiello used a pair of binoculars to get a 
closer look at the object in Snider’s hands and observed Snider was armed with a rifle. Officer 
Torsiello broadcast over the radio Snider was armed with a rifle. Snider held the rifle with one 
hand as it rested on his shoulder like a soldier would carry a rifle. 
 
Officer’s continued to give Snider commands; however, Snider did not following any of the 
commands and instead walked back into the residence still holding the rifle. After Snider 
returned inside his residence the situation was deemed a barricade and SWAT was notified.  
 
SWAT arrived and assumed control of the inner perimeter. Officer Torsiello moved his position; 
however, he was able to watch Snider as he exited the front door of his residence armed with 
the rifle. Snider stood behind a vehicle parked in the driveway for a few moments. Snider then 
walked out from behind the car, held the rifle in a two-handed grip, pulled the rifle up to his 
cheek, and aimed the rifle at SWAT officers. Officer Torsiello heard at least two (2) gunshots 
and Snider dropped to the ground.  
 
Once Snider was on the ground, SWAT members advanced towards Snider using a BearCat 
armored vehicle for cover. The BearCat was driven onto the driveway and SWAT officers 
pulled Snider behind the BearCat and started performing lifesaving techniques on him.      
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On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1330 hours, Detective Jex conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Sergeant Michael Fletcher at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. Also 
present for the interview was PMSA Representatives Lieutenant Faulis and Sergeant Hayes. 
The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed 
interview.  
 
Sergeant Fletcher was at NWAC and heard the broadcast of a person who had discharged a 
firearm. Officers were assigned to the call. Sergeant Fletcher assigned himself to the call and 
went en route to the address. While en route, he made assignments to begin a perimeter and 
containment. Sergeant Fletcher arrived and made contact with Officer Torsiello who was with 
the person reporting, Allen Stewart.  
 
Stewart told Sergeant Fletcher he had problems with Snider for several years. Stewart stated 
he heard a gunshot, exited the residence and smelled gunpowder. Stewart stated he did not 
see a firearm in Snider’s hands. Snider did state to Stewart, “This is your destiny Al. You are 
not welcome in my house anymore.” Sergeant Fletcher continued to gather information about 
Snider and learned there were roommates that lived with Snider. 
 
Sergeant Fletcher moved to the north and set up an arrest team and other officers on the 
perimeter. He assigned Officer Abel as the CIT officer for the incident. Officer Abel attempted 
to make contact with Snider over the PA system of the patrol vehicle. Sergeant Fletcher 
received Snider’s phone number and called into the residence, but there was no answer.  
 
Snider exited the residence and an officer broadcasted Snider was holding a long rifle. 
Sergeant Fletcher could not see Snider from his position and was relying on Officer Torsiello to 
give information on Snider. Sergeant Fletcher advised officers to deploy their rifles. After 
Snider came out of the house, Sergeant Fletcher had the perimeter officers’ move further back 
due to Snider having a rifle.  
 
Sergeant Fletcher requested contact from the SWAT lieutenant through Dispatch. Lieutenant 
Pelletier contacted Sergeant Fletcher, and after receiving information and listening to the radio 
traffic, initiated the SWAT team to respond. SWAT team members began to arrive and took 
over the inner perimeter, and all the patrol officers moved back away from the residence. A 
short time later, Sergeant Fletcher heard two (2) shots fired and was advised via the radio that 
SWAT officers had fired at Snider. Sergeant Fletcher did not see the officers’ fire. Sergeant 
Fletcher did not have any further involvement with the incident.  
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1340 hours, Detective Jaeger conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer John Abel at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. Also 
present for the interview was PPA Representative Reid. The following is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview. 
 
Officer Abel was putting gas in his patrol vehicle when he heard a call broadcasted over the 
radio. The details of the call stated the person reporting, Allen Stewart, heard his neighbor, 
William Snider, shoot what Stewart thought was a handgun. Stewart heard Snider shout “Al 
this is your destiny!” Stewart went out of his house to investigate the noise. Stewart did not see 
Snider but smelled the odor of gunpowder in the air.  
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Officer Abel assigned himself to the call and arrived on the south side of incident location with 
Officer Hager. Officer Abel stayed on the south side of the scene while Dispatch searched for a 
contact phone number to call Snider. After approximately fifteen (15) minutes, Officer Abel 
parked his patrol vehicle directly in front of the target residence at 416 Lakehurst Road. Officer 
Abel set the public address system on his patrol vehicle to broadcast all radio traffic. Officer 
Abel then set the police radio in his vehicle to the car to car channel. The car to car channel is 
a channel that is not monitored by a dispatcher. Officer Abel locked the doors to his patrol 
vehicle and switched his portable radio carried on his duty belt to the car to car channel which 
allowed Officer Abel to remotely speak through the vehicle’s PA system from a safe distance 
away from the vehicle, out of the view of anyone exiting 416 Lakehurst Road.  
 
Officer Abel requested the occupants of 416 Lakehurst Road exit unarmed. From Officer 
Abel’s location he was not able to see the front of 416 Lakehurst Road. Another officer on 
scene announced over the radio Snider had exited 416 Lakehurst Road armed with a rifle then 
retreaded back inside his residence. Once Snider went back into his residence the situation 
was deemed a barricade and SWAT was requested.  
 
When SWAT arrived Officer Abel was relieved of his position and moved to an outer perimeter 
location. While Officer Abel was moving to the outer perimeter he heard what he thought to be 
two (2) gunshots. 
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1350 hours, Detective Jex conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Sergeant Nate Chio at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. Also present for 
the interview was PMSA Representatives Lieutenant Faulis and Sergeant Hayes. The 
following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
Sergeant Chio responded to the command post and was assigned as primary negotiator with 
Sergeant Tavarez as secondary. He donned his tactical gear and responded to the BearCat 
where he met SWAT Officer Linebarger and Sergeant Tavarez. Sergeant Chio sat in the front 
passenger seat of the BearCat and Sergeant Tavarez sat on a box between him and Officer 
Linebarger.  
 
Officer Linebarger drove the BearCat and they moved slowly up the street toward the target 
residence at 416 Lakehurst Road. The SWAT entry team moved along the side of the BearCat 
using it for cover. They stopped approximately two (2) houses north of 416 Lakehurst Road. 
They were given information that Snider was seen inside that residence holding a rifle. 
Sergeant Chio could see Snider at the front door and began giving verbal commands over the 
BearCat’s PA system to exit and put down the rifle.  
 
Snider exited the residence and began walking down the driveway, holding the rifle at a port 
arms position. Sergeant Chio called Snider by his first name and told him to stop moving and 
to put the rifle down. When Snider got to the end of the BMW vehicle that was in the driveway 
he stopped, shouldered the rifle and pointed it directly at the BearCat. Sergeant Chio heard the 
gunshots fired by the SWAT snipers. Snider immediately fell to the ground. Sergeant Chio and 
the others stayed in the BearCat as a second armored vehicle (Bear) was moved forward. 
Snider was moved out of the driveway to the rear of the BearCat where he received medical 
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attention and was transported to the hospital. Sergeant Chio stated that he was in fear for his 
life and moved out of the line of site when Snider pointed the rifle in their direction. 
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1357 hours, Detective Jaeger conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Johnathon Richter at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. 
The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed 
interview. 
 
Officer Richter was conducting radar speed enforcement near the intersection of Gowan Road 
and Torrey Pines Drive. Officer Richter heard an officer broadcast over the radio a male 
(William Snider) exited a house holding a rifle or shotgun. Officer Richter knew he was less 
than a mile away from the incident so he assigned himself to the call.   
 
Officer Richter arrived on the call from the north and took a position in an open garage with 
Officer Torciello and another officer who was armed with a rifle. Officer Richter spoke to the 
homeowner and advised him of the situation. The homeowner was advised he should 
evacuate the area. The homeowner did not want to evacuate and requested to shelter in place. 
A SWAT Sniper arrived at Officer Richter’s position and he assisted the sniper into a backyard 
and onto a rooftop a few houses closer to the target residence at 416 Lakehurst Road. After 
the sniper was in position Officer Richter was directed to move away from 416 Lakehurst 
Road. Officer Richter, Officer Torciello and the officer with the rifle returned to the open 
garage. From inside the garage they had a view of the front of 416 Lakehurst Road.  
 
Officer Richter observed a SWAT officer drive an armored vehicle (BearCat) up to the front of 
416 Lakehurst Road and use the PA asking the occupants to come out. Snider exited 416 
Lakehurst Road armed with a rifle. Snider held the rifle with one hand just above the receiver 
and the other hand on the fore grip up by the barrel. Snider walked between two (2) cars, 
raised the rifle and pointed it at the SWAT officers standing next to the BearCat. Officer Richter 
feared there was going to be an exchange of gunfire and he was “down range” from where 
Snider was aiming his rifle. Officer Richter backed a few steps into the garage and heard 
gunshots. Immediately after he heard the gunshots, Snider went down on the ground in the 
driveway of 416 Lakehurst Road. SWAT officers moved the BearCat into the driveway of 416 
Lakehurst Road and pulled Snider to the rear of the BearCat where they rendered medical 
attention to him.  
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1408 hours, Detective Jex conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Sergeant Michelle Tavarez at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. Also 
present for the interview was PMSA Representatives Lieutenant Faulis and Sergeant Hayes. 
The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed 
interview.  
 
Sergeant Tavarez responded to the command post and was assigned to be the secondary 
negotiator to Sergeant Chio. Sergeant Tavarez donned her tactical gear and met Sergeant 
Chio and Officer Linebarger at the BearCat. Officer Linebarger drove the BearCat and 
Sergeant Chio sat in the front passenger seat. Sergeant Tavarez sat on a box between them.  
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They drove toward the residence and parked the BearCat approximately two (2) houses to the 
north at an angle. Sergeant Chio gave verbal commands to Snider to put the rifle down and 
come out of the residence. Sergeant Tavarez observed Snider exit the residence holding a 
rifle. He walked down the driveway toward the BearCat, stopped and shouldered the rifle, and 
pointed it directly at the windshield of the BearCat. Instinctively, Sergeant Tavarez moved out 
of the line of site of the rifle. She heard one gunshot fired and observed Snider fall to the 
ground. The second armored vehicle (Bear) pulled forward and SWAT officers moved forward 
and brought Snider back behind the Bear where he received medical attention and was 
transported to the hospital. Sergeants Chio and Tavarez remained in the BearCat until Snider’s 
residence was cleared and they walked back to the command post.   
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1420 hours, Detective Jaeger conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Christopher Kratsas at Helen Marie Smith Elementary 
School. Also present for the interview was PPA Representative Reid. The following is a 
summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview. 
 
Officer Kratsas was wearing a body worn camera affixed to his shirt collar under his right ear. 
Officer Kratsas was at the NWAC substation when he heard the call at 416 Lakehurst Road 
broadcast. Officer Kratsas assigned himself to the call and arrived from the north. Officer 
Kratsas positioned his patrol vehicle to stop vehicle traffic. Officer Kratsas was joined by 
Officer Gregorio and they blocked vehicle traffic from the north.  
 
Officer Kratsas heard broadcast over the radio a subject (William Snider) was seen with a 
firearm. Officer Kratsas moved from his position closer to the target residence approximately 3 
or 4 houses north of the target residence with his rifle.  
 
SWAT was requested and responded. SWAT drove up to 416 Lakehurst Road with a BearCat 
armored vehicle. Snider exited the front door of 416 Lakehurst Road armed with a “long gun”. 
Officer Kratsas could not tell if the gun was rifle or a shotgun. Snider raised his weapon and 
Officer Kratsas heard two gunshots. SWAT officers advanced to Snider’s location and started 
to render medical aid.  SWAT then sent in a robot to clear the inside of 416 Lake Hurst Road. 
While the robot was clearing the residence Officer Kratsas was instructed to move to the 
command post.    
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1435 hours, Detective Jex conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Mark Linebarger at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. Also present 
for the interview was PPA attorney John Harper. The following is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
After receiving notification of the incident via the communicator system, Officer Linebarger 
went en route to the scene. While en route he was directed to bring the BearCat to the 
command post at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. Officer Linebarger arrived and picked 
up equipment and SWAT entry team members as well as crisis negotiator Sergeants Chio and 
Tavarez. He then began a slow drive southbound toward the target residence at 416 Lakehurst 
Road and stopped two (2) houses north of the residence. 
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SWAT sniper Officer Moser broadcasted that Snider was moving around the front door of 416 
Lakehurst Road and he was holding a rifle. Officer Moser advised not to move any officers 
forward. Officer Linebarger remained inside the BearCat with Sergeants Chio and Tavarez. 
Sergeant Chio gave verbal commands to Snider via the BearCat’s PA system to come out of 
the house and put down the rifle.  
 
Officer Linebarger observed Snider at the front door holding a rifle at port arms as he looked 
around. Officer Linebarger believed Snider was looking for the positions of the officers. Snider 
walked down the driveway, stopped, and slowly brought the rifle to his shoulder. Snider 
pointed the rifle at the BearCat and Officer Linebarger heard distinct gunshots being fired. 
Officer Linebarger knew the snipers had fired. 
 
Snider fell to the ground and the rifle landed at his feet. Officer Linebarger stated he was in 
fear for his life, but was confident that the armored vehicle would protect him. A second 
armored vehicle (Bear) moved forward and SWAT officers moved Snider to the back where he 
received medical attention and was transported to the hospital. SWAT moved a robot up to the 
residence and utilized it to clear the house. SWAT operators then moved in and cleared the 
residence.  
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1455 hours, Detective Jex conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Ciprian Arcalean at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. Also 
present for the interview was PPA attorney John Harper. The following is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
SWAT sniper Officer Arcalean responded to the scene and was assigned to the roof of 412 
Lakehurst Road. SWAT sniper Officer Wiggins was also on the same roof approximately 
fifteen (15) feet away from him. Officer Arcalean’s responsibility was the number four side of 
the target residence at 416 Lakehurst Road. The back door in the backyard of 416 Lakehurst 
Road was open and a ladder was propped against the house that led to the roof. Officer 
Arcalean believed Snider might come out of the residence, get on the roof, and possibly fire at 
officers. Officer Arcalean observed the BearCat approach 416 Lakehurst Road and the officer 
inside give verbal commands to Snider to exit the residence. 
 
As he watched the rear of the residence, Officer Arcalean observed Snider exited the 
residence holding a rifle. SWAT snipers across the street on Lakehurst Road broadcasted that 
Snider was exiting with the rifle. Again the officer in the BearCat gave verbal commands to 
Snider to stop and put down the rifle. Officer Arcalean moved his rifle to a position where he 
could see Snider and observed him walk down the driveway between two vehicles and point 
the rifle at officers. Before Officer Arcalean could acquire a sight picture and fire at Snider, the 
snipers across the street fired striking Snider. Snider immediately fell to the ground. 
 
After Snider fell to the ground, Officer Arcalean observed the two (2) armored vehicles move 
forward and bring Snider back behind the Bear where he received medical attention and was 
transported to the hospital. 
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On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1502 hours, Detective Jaeger conducted an audio 
recorded interview with SWAT Officer John Wiggins at Helen Marie Smith Elementary 
School. Also present for the interview was PPA Representative Reid. The following is a 
summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview. 
 
Officer Wiggins was off duty when he received a call on his communicator. The communicator 
stated there was a subject, William Snider, who was armed with a rifle shooting rounds from 
the front porch area of his residence at 416 Lakehurst Road. Officer Wiggins arrived at the 
scene and was directed to set up on the north side of 416 Lakehurst Road. Officer Wiggins 
joined fellow sniper Officer Arcalean on the rooftop of 412 Lakehurst Road. Officer Wiggins 
saw that the front door of 416 Lakehurst Road was open, but he could not see into the 
residence. 
 
Officer Wiggins observed Snider exit 416 Lakehurst Road with a rifle at port arms position. 
Officer Wiggins believed he was too close to Snider’s location and was afraid he would force a 
shooting if Snider saw him. Officer Wiggins backed up to get below the pitch line of the roof to 
conceal himself from Snider. Officer Wiggins saw a BearCat armored vehicle move in front of 
416 Lakehurst Road. Snider walked down the driveway of his residence, shouldered his rifle 
and aimed it at the SWAT officers who were next to the BearCat. Officer Wiggins heard two (2) 
gunshots and saw Snider fall to the ground. 
 
After the shots were fired, Officer Wiggins provided lethal coverage for the entry team as they 
approached 416 Lakehurst Road behind the BearCat. The entry team performed a downed 
citizen rescue on Snider and pulled him to the street away from the front of his residence and 
provided him medical attention.  
 
On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1520 hours, Detective Jex conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Officer Cory Mikkelson at Helen Marie Smith Elementary School. Also present 
for the interview was PPA attorney John Harper. The following is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
SWAT sniper Officer Mikkelson responded to the scene and was assigned as the spotter for 
fellow sniper, Officer Walters. Officer Mikkelson got on the roof of 409 Lakehurst Road and 
positioned himself next to Officer Walters. Officer Mikkelson observed Snider exit his residence 
holding a rifle. Snider stopped by the door, leaned against the wall for a few seconds, then 
walked away from the house down the driveway. Snider was initially between two (2) vehicles 
before he moved to the back of a BMW.  
 
Snider stopped, slowly shouldered the rifle, and pointed in the direction of the SWAT entry 
team as well as the BearCat. Officer Mikkelson heard Officer Walters and Officer Moser fire 
their rifles at Snider. After the gunshots, Snider fell backward and the rifle landed at his feet. 
Officer Mikkelson broadcasted, “Shot out. Shot out.” Officer Mikkelson remained in place and 
observed SWAT officers move Snider back behind the Bear to receive medical attention then 
SWAT officers cleared Snider’s residence. 
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On 08/23/2015, at approximately 1617 hours, Detective Pazos obtained an audio recorded 
statement from William Smith Jr. No other persons were present for this statement. The 
following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview. 
 
William Smith lived two (2) houses west of Snider.  Smith’s residence had cameras that faced 
in the direction of Snider’s house. On 08/23/2015, at approximately 0830 hours, Smith woke 
up, went into his backyard and smoked a cigarette. Smith’s wife told him that there was a lot of 
police activity going on, so Smith went to his front yard and was told by officers to remain 
inside for his own safety.   
 
Smith stated he was able to hear officers address Snider over the PA system for over an hour. 
The officers told Snider over the PA to come out with his hands up because officers were there 
to help him. The last time he heard the officer say in a very calm voice, “Put the gun down.” 
Smith heard two (2) gunshots approximately one (1) second later. Smith did not see any 
officers fire their weapon, but he was absolutely positive that they had given Snider numerous 
chances to give up.                                                                                                                                         
 
On 08/25/2015, at approximately 1105 hours, Detectives Patton and Colon conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Officer Michael Walters at LVMPD headquarters, building C, 
third floor conference room. Also present for the interview was Sergeant MacDonald, as well 
as PPA Representatives Yant and Reed. The following is a summary of the interview; for 
complete details refer to the transcribed interview.  
 
Officer Walters was on his regular day off when he received a call via the LVMPD SWAT 
Communicator system at approximately 0832 hours. The communicator advised him of a 
barricaded subject, William Snider, with a rifle. The details further stated Snider walked in and 
out of the residence holding the rifle and had possibly fired the weapon. Officer Walters was 
given the address of the event and directed to respond.   
 
Upon his arrival, Officer Walters parked his SWAT vehicle near the 300 block of Lakehurst 
Road, put on his sniper gear, met up with fellow sniper Officer Moser, and moved to 401 
Lakehurst Road. Officer Walters spoke with three (3) uniformed patrol officers who were 
positioned at 401 Lakehurst Road. Officer Walters received information that Snider had in fact 
exited his house holding a shotgun or rifle.  
 
Officer Walters moved to the rooftop of 409 Lakehurst Road, which gave him a good view of 
Snider’s residence. Officer Walters took a position of cover next to a large metal air 
conditioning unit. Officer Walters set up his sniper rifle and advised Officer Moser it was safe to 
move. Officer Moser moved to the rooftop of 413 Lakehurst Road where he too took a position 
of cover next to an air conditioning unit.  
 
Officer Walters gave real-time information of Snider’s movements over his SWAT radio. Officer 
Walters’ radio traffic was being broadcast back to his SWAT commander who was located in 
the Tactical Operations Center (TOC).  
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A plan was devised by the SWAT commander to send a two-man negotiator team up to 
Snider’s house in an effort to make contact with Snider via the PA system. The negotiators 
would be located inside one (1) of the armored SWAT vehicles also known as a BearCat, while 
a team of SWAT operators would follow behind the BearCat.  
 
As the BearCat approached Snider’s residence, Snider exited his front door and placed his 
back on a stucco wall while holding a rifle. Officer Walters immediately recognized Snider’s 
rifle as being a Chinese made SKS style rifle. Officer Walters knew the rifle Snider had was a 
high-powered rifle that carried a 7.62 x 39 caliber round. Officer Walters also knew that there 
were civilians in the house below him that were in serious danger as well as the SWAT 
operators using the BearCat for cover. Officer Walters knew if Snider fired a round(s) from his 
rifle and struck the BearCat, those rounds would more than likely ricochet off of the BearCat 
and cause the possibility of immediate bodily harm or death to the persons inside of the 
houses in the area and/or the SWAT operators behind the BearCat.           
 
SWAT operators yelled at the occupants of 409 Lakehurst Road to return inside their house. 
Officer Walters watched Snider slowly walk down his driveway and stop near the back of a 
BMW parked in the driveway. Snider took a breath; raised and shouldered his rifle, and pointed 
it in the direction of the BearCat.  
 
Officer Walters knew several people were in imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm and 
decided to fire his weapon. As Officer Walters was squeezing the trigger of his rifle he heard 
sound of Officer Moser’s rifle fire. Officer Walters observed Officer Moser’s round strike Snider 
in the upper chest.  
 
Due to Officer Moser’s round striking Snider, which caused him to move, Officer Walters did 
not want to strike Snider’s rifle so Officer Walters slightly dropped his sight toward Snider’s 
abdomen area. Officer Walters observed his round strike Snider in the abdomen, which 
caused Snider to fall immediately to the ground.    
 
On 8/25/2015, at approximately 1607 hours, Detectives Patton and Colon conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Officer Charles Moser at LVMPD headquarters, building C, 
third floor conference room. Also present for the interview was Sergeant MacDonald, PPA 
Representative Yant and Officer Moser’s supervisor Sergeant Calhoun. The following is a 
summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcribed interview. 
 
On the morning of 08/23/2015, Officer Moser received a call from the LVMPD SWAT 
communicator. The communicator advised of a barricade situation and SWAT had been 
requested. Preliminary information provided was the suspect, William Snider, was a white male 
adult in his fifties, was involved in a neighbor dispute, and shots had been fired. Snider 
barricaded himself inside his residence and had access to high-powered weapons. 
 
Upon his arrival on Lakehurst Road, Officer Moser parked on the north end of Lakehurst Road, 
deployed his sniper uniform and equipment, and made contact with SWAT Officer Walters, 
who was also deployed as a sniper. 
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Officers Moser and Walters made contact with patrol officers in the driveway of 401 Lakehurst 
Road. Patrol officers informed them they saw Snider exit and reenter his residence holding, 
what looked like a bolt-action hunting-style rifle. 
 
Officer Moser took a position behind a brick planter box in the front yard of 405 Lakehurst 
Road and observed a ladder in the backyard of Snider’s residence. Officer Moser realized he 
needed a better position, so he advised Officer Walters to find a position on a rooftop. Officer 
Moser also observed a white male in his late teens to early twenties exit Snider’s residence. 
The subject made contact with patrol officers and advised them Snider had stated, “Today was 
just his day.” 
 
Officer Moser heard patrol officers bull horning the residence. The officers advised Snider to 
come out of the residence without his weapon. SWAT snipers Wiggins and Arcalean arrived 
and were directed to cover the backside of the Snider’s residence. 
 
Officer Walters advised Officer Moser he was in position on the roof of 409 Lakehurst Road 
and would provide cover for him to change locations. While Officer Moser moved to the rooftop 
of 413 Lakehurst Road, he observed there were citizens occupying both 409 and 413 
Lakehurst Road. Officer Moser proceeded to the roof of 413 Lakehurst Road which was 
directly across from Snider’s residence at 416 Lakehurst Road. 
 
Officer Moser used the optic on his rifle to see inside of Snider’s residence through the open 
front door. Officer Moser advised the SWAT commander he could see Snider sitting on the 
couch, holding his weapon and appeared to be watching the police activity outside. Snider 
continually walked around inside the residence and looked out of the windows.  
 
Officer Moser observed the Bear, a SWAT armored vehicle, approach from the north and stop 
just south east of the Snider’s residence. A second armored SWAT vehicle (BearCat) 
approached from the north, with a SWAT entry team walking behind it, and stopped north of 
the residence. Snider moved into the doorway holding his weapon at a low ready position. 
Snider moved the weapon to different positions in front of him.  
 
Snider exited his residence holding his rifle in both hands. He walked out and stood between 
two (2) vehicles that were parked in the driveway and looked toward the SWAT entry team. 
Snider walked around in the area for a moment, turned towards the SWAT officers and 
shouldered his rifle, aiming it in their direction.  
 
Officer Moser feared Snider was going to shoot one of the officers or one of the citizens whose 
houses were in the line of fire, so Officer Moser discharged his weapon one time, striking 
Snider in the chest. Officer Moser also heard Officer Walters fire his weapon about the same 
time. 
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XV. TIME LINE  
 
The below time line is a reconstruction of events which transpired on Sunday, 08/23/2015, in 
relation to the fatal officer-involved shooting that occurred.  
 

Time Description of Event / Action Source 

07:31:59 Allen Stewart called 911 to report his neighbor, 
William Snider, fired a gun. 

Computer Aided Dispatch 
(CAD) 

07:34:59 The first patrol unit arrived on scene. CAD 
07:39:06 Officer’s made contact with Stewart. CAD 
08:01:14 Officers began Bull horning 416 Lakehurst. CAD 
08:04:39 Snider exited 416 Lakehurst holding a rifle, he 

refused officers commands to drop the rifle and 
returned inside the residence. 

CAD 

08:12:51 SWAT was notified. CAD 
08:46:49 SWAT and CNT staged at Lakehurst & Pinedale. CAD 

09:00:00 
to 

09:15:00 

SWAT snipers arrived and got into final shooting 
positions. 
  
All three (3) roommates inside of 416 Lakehurst 
exited the residence and made it safely to perimeter 
officers and were transported to the CP.  

 
Roommate “John” briefed officers that Snider was 
sitting on the couch with a rifle and stated, “It’s my 
time to go out.” 

CAD 
 
Officer and witness 
statements 

09:30:00 
to 

09:37:00 

Two (2) SWAT armored vehicles the Bear and 
BearCat, and got into position. Negotiators were 
located inside of the BearCat.   

Officer Kratsas BWC 
 
Surveillance footage from   
408 Lakehurst  

09:37:00 
to 

09:40:00 

Snider exited his residence holding a rifle. 
  
Sergeant Chio used the PA system from the BearCat 
to give Snider commands to put his weapon down. 
 
Snider ignored all of Sergeant Chio’s verbal 
commands, walked down his driveway and pointed 
his rifle toward the BearCat.   

Officers statements 
 
Cellphone video from 409 
Lakehurst  

09:40:00 Shots were fired. Officers statements 
 
Cellphone video from 409 
Lakehurst 
 
Officer Kratsas BWC 

09:57:03 Snider transported to UMC by LVFD Rescue 44. CAD 
10:10:00 Snider pronounced deceased. Autopsy report 
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XVI. FORENSICS REQUESTS / RESULTS 
 
DNA Examination 
 
On 09/23/2015 at approximately 1243 hours, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was 
submitted by Detective Patton to compare William Snider’s DNA to the Remington shotgun 
located inside of 416 Lakehurst Road.   
 
On 10/28/2015, Forensic Scientist Allison Rubino P# 14784 submitted the DNA Results and 
Conclusions Report with the following results: (the chart below is for reference as Lab item #’s 
differ from Evidence Item #’s) 
 

 
 
Item 8.1 and Item 18 were subjected to PCR amplification at the following STR genetic loci: 
D8S1179, D21S11, D7S820, CSF1 PO, D3S1358, TH01, D13S317, D16S539, D2S1338, 
D19S433, vWA, TPOX, D18S51, D5S818, and FGA. The sex-determining Amelogenin locus 
was also examined. 
 
Lab Item 8.1 
The DNA profile obtained from the swabbing prepared from the textured surfaces of the 
Remington shotgun (Item 8.1) is consistent with a distinguishAbel mixture of at least two 
individuals, with at least one being a male. The partial major component is consistent with 
originating from two individuals. The partial major component of this mixture DNA profile is 
80,600 times more likely if it originated from William Lee Snider Sr. (Item 18) and one unknown 
individual rather than if it originated from two unknown individuals. No further conclusions can 
be made regarding additional contributor(s) at this time. 
 
Firearms & Tool Marks Examination 
 
On 09/23/2015, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted on Officer’s Moser 
and Walters’ firearms as well as William Snider’s firearms for a function test and ballistic 
comparison evidence.  
 
On 12/03/2015, Forensic Scientist Angel Moses, P# 8002 submitted the Firearms & Tool 
Marks Report with the following results: (the chart below is for reference as Lab item #’s differ 
from Evidence Item #’s) 
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Officer Walters’ Firearm 
 
Officer Walters’ Accuracy International, model AE308, .308 caliber sniper rifle had a barrel 
length of approximately 24-1/8 inches. The firearm had an overall length of approximately 44 
inches and a trigger pull of 3-1/2 to 3-3/4 pounds.  
 
Bullet Comparison 
 
The bullet jacket (Lab item 20) bared the general rifling characteristics as the test bullet fired 
from Officer Walters’ rifle and Snider’s Norinco rifle. However, there were insufficient 
microscopic details for a conclusive identification. The bullet jacket was not fired from Officer 
Moser’s rifle.    
 
Cartridge Case Examination 
 
The cartridge case (Lab item 16) was fired by Officer Walters’ firearm.  
 
Officer Moser’s Firearm  
 
Officer Moser’s Desert Tech Arms, model SRS-A1, .308 caliber sniper rifle had a barrel length 
of approximately 30-1/2 inches. The firearm had an overall length of approximately 42 inches 
and a trigger pull of less than two (2) pounds.  
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Bullet Comparison 
 
The two (2) bullet jacket fragments (Lab items 10 & 14) bared the same general rifling 
characteristics as the test bullets fired from Officer Moser’s rifle. However, there were 
insufficient microscopic details for a conclusive identification. These bullet jacket fragments 
were not fired by either Officer Walters’ rifle or Snider’s rifle. 
 
Cartridge Case Examination 
 
The cartridge case (Lab item 17) was fired by Officer Moser’s rifle.  
 
William Snider’s Firearms 
 
Snider’s Norinco, model SKS, 7.62x39 caliber, semiautomatic rifle had a barrel length of 
approximately 20-3/8 inches. The firearm had an overall length of approximately 40-1/4 inches 
and a trigger pull of 3-1/4 to 3-1/2 pounds.  
 
Snider’s Remington, model 870 Wingmaster, 12 gauge shotgun had a barrel length of 
approximately 30-1/4 inches. The firearm had an overall length of approximately 48 inches and 
a trigger pull of 3-3/4 to 4 pounds.  
 
Cartridge Case Examination 
 
The fired shot shell (Lab item 11) bared the same general characteristics as the tested shot 
shells. However there were insufficient microscopic details for a conclusive identification.   
 
Note: The remaining metal fragments (Lab items 9, 12, and 19) bared no markings for 

microscopic comparisons.  
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